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Saint George Palace Aparthotel 4*,
Bansko is located on the border with
the Pirin National Park - 800 meters
from the Bansko ski center.
The location offers a unique view of
three mountains - Pirin - Rila - Rhodope.
It has 150 fully equipped Apartments
and Studios.
Relaxation center with swimming pool,
sauna, steam bath, fitness, massage
area.
Main restaurant, patio and two bars.

Restaurant with two rooms and a
garden with a capacity of 160 seats
indoors and 40 seats outdoors.
Possibility of individual service and
a buffet with a menu tailored to the
requirements of the event.
Organization of a coffee break in the
nature of the Pirin Mountains in the
inner courtyard and close to the conference hall.

Conference room with natural light and
curtains.
Equipped with a screen, flipchart,
multimedia, high-speed Internet.

Outdoor cocktail parties.

Seating
Capacity

Open spaces suitable for holding:
* team building games
* sports activities
* yoga, aerobics, pilates, meditations.

70

35

30

Possibility of branding indoor and
outdoor areas.

Possibility of group work in separate
premises with a capacity of up to 70
seats.

Bar Alexandra with a view of the city
and Rila mountain.
A place to meet partners and clients
or end the day with a drink and good
company.
Indoor capacity 50 seats.

Askalon Bar in the immediate vicinity
of the conference hall and reception.
For a refreshing coffee, a game of
pool, or a cocktail with colleagues and
company.
Possibility of screenings.
Indoor capacity 50 seats.
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Studio
* 30-45 sq.m.
* double bed or twin bed
* kitchen equipment
* sitting area
* bathroom with shower cabin or bathtub

One-Bedroom Apartment
* 45-57 sq.m.
* double bed or twin bed
* two separate rooms - bedroom and living
room with kitchen equipment
* spacious seating area
* bathroom with shower cabin or bathtub

Three-Bedroom Apartment

Four-Bedroom Apartment

* from 72 - 100 sq.m.
* three separate bedrooms with twin bed or
double beds
* kitchen equipment
* spacious seating area
* one or two bathrooms with a shower cabin
or bathtub
* additional toilet

* 173 sq.m.
* four separate bedrooms with twin beds or
double bed
* kitchen equipment
* spacious seating area
* two bathrooms with shower-cabin or
bathtub
* fireplace

Two-Bedroom Apartment
* 52-65 sq.m.
* two separate bedrooms with a double
bed or twin beds;
* kitchen equipment with dining table;
* a spacious sitting area with a sofa and
armchairs,
* one or two bathrooms.

Five-Bedroom Apartment
* 196 sq.m.
* five separate bedrooms with twin beds or
double beds
* kitchen equipment
* spacious seating area
* three bathrooms with shower-cabin or
bathtub
* fireplace
* outdoor Jacuzzi

Total capacity of 300 beds distributed - 25 Studio, 29 One-bedroom Apartment, 31 Two-bedroom Apartment, 9 Three-bedroom Apartment, 1 4-bedroom Apartment and 1 5-bedroom Apartment.
The accommodations are equipped with electrical appliances, towels and bed linen, basic cosmetics, cutlery, plates and
glasses.
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After hours of lectures or a tough hike
in the mountains, the relaxation center
of St. George Palace is the right choice:
- sauna and steam bath
- massage rooms
- outdoor area for relaxation
Sports lovers will find an 8m*16m
swimming pool and a gym for daily
training.

For lovers of extreme and group experiences:
* ATV mountain treks with a guide
* off-road safari
* rafting and canyoning
* mountain biking
* rock climbing
* paintball tournaments
* horseback riding
* mountain hikes

Transport service for Bulgaria and
abroad.
* individual
* group transfers
* rent a car

Bansko
5, Kosherinata str.
GPS: 41.81784 23.47582
from Sofia		
from Plovdiv
from Varna		
from Bucharest
from Thessaloniki
from Belgrade
from Skopje

155 км - 2 hours
150 км - 3 hours
520 км - 7 hours
600 км - 7.5 hours
220 км - 3 hours
550 км - 6 hours
200 км - 4 hours

We make every occasion a special occasion!

